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Synopsis 
The quantum-mechanical  theory of the t ransport  equation is reconsidered for the 

case of t ransport  processes produced by a small perturbation. On the basis of the 
most common applications of the equation to crystals (heat conduction, etc.) a 
characterist ic proper ty  of the perturbat ion is recognized as being responsible for 
the appearance of dissipative effects in the t ime evolution of the system. With the 
help of this proper ty  a great ly improved derivation of the t ransport  equat ion is 
obtained. I t  avoids the repeated use of a random phase assumption after each of 
a long succession of short t ime intervals, a common drawback of the convent ional  
derivations. The val idi ty  of the t ransport  equation is established without  a priori 
statistical hypothesis for two special classes of initial states. I t  is also derived for 
arbi t rary  initial states with the help of a random phase assumption concerning the 
initial state alone. 

1. Introduction. Considerable attention has been devoted to the quantum- 
mechanical derivation of the well known first order differential equations 
(transport equations) 

dPa/dt = Xa (W~aP a -- Wa, Pa) (1.1) 

describing under suitable conditions the irreversible approach to statistical 
equilibrium of a system with many degrees of freedom (or of an ensemble of 
such systems), and forming the mathematical basis for the derivation of the 
H-theorem. In these equations the P~ are the probabilities of finding the 
system in states or groups of states labelled by a, and the Woa are transition 
probabilities per unit time. 

In the customary justification of (1.1) for quantum systems, first given 
by P a u 1 i 1), one imagines that the approach to equilibrium is produced 
by a perturbation term V in the hamiltonian of the system, small enough 
to ensure that the transition probabilities Woa can be calculated by first 
order (time-dependent) perturbation calculus over times t o of such length 
that the unperturbed energy H be conserved in the transition. The a are 
then groups of stationary states of the unperturbed part H of the hamil- 
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tonian. The derivation rests upon a statistical assumption, namely that  
the phases of the quantum-mechanical amplitudes with respect to the 
eigenstates of H are randomly distributed, or equivalently, that  the density 
matr ix is diagonal in the unperturbed energy. This assumption of random 
phases is needed not only for the initial state of the system, but after 
each of a very long succession of time intervals of order of magnitude t 0. 
The necessity of making repeatedly use of the random phase assumption is 
of course most unsatisfactory, as is also in the classical kinetic theory 
of gases the necessity to use at aU times the hypothesis of molecular chaos 
("Stoszzahlansatz") for the derivation of the Boltzmann equation. This 
question is intimately connected with the main difficulty that  any deri- 
vation of (1.1) has to face, namely the irreversibility in time of the equation 
to be derived as contrasted with the reversible character of the basic equa- 
tions of motion. Attempts at justifying the random phase assumption for 
intermediate times by extraneous considerations, referring e.g. to measuring 
processes 2), have not improved the situation. 

Our object is to show that  repeated use of the random phase assumption 
is superfluous in the derivation of (I. 1) for quantum-mechanical systems 
whose approach to equilibrium is produced by a perturbation. At the 
foundation of our proof lies an analysis of the formal properties of the 
perturbation through which the presence of many  degrees of freedom affect 
decisively the time evolution of the system and which are a prerequisite 
for an approach to equilibrium to occur at all. These properties, although 
easy to verify in the cases encountered in applications (e.g. interaction 
between phonons in crystals, between particles in slightly imperfect quan- 
tum gases, etc. i, have been apparently overlooked in general discussions 
of the problem. 

The most commonly mentioned consequence of the presence of many 
degrees of freedom is that  the energy levels of the system are very densely 
distributed. The high density of levels is however, taken alone, not suffi- 
cient to ensure that  a perturbation will give rise to a tendency toward 
equilibrium. As is indeed well known, for a system with an infinitely high 
density of levels, i.e. a system with a continuous energy spectrum, most 
perturbations give rise to scattering in a generalized sense of the word, 
meaning transitions that, for any wave packet, take entirely place within 
a finite time interval 3). Such transitions are described by an S-matrix 
and are completely different from the persistent and dissipative effects to 
which equations of the type (I. 1) are applicable. Our first task is therefore 
to find out which special property is needed for a perturbation to produce 
such dissipative effects. This property turns out to be fairly simple, and 
is given in the next section~ With its help it becomes possible to analyze 
how the perturbation affects the time evolution of the system in greater 
detail than has been done before. In particular we will be able to derive 
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in a much more satisfactory w~y that  for suitable ,initial s ta tes ' the  time 
evolution can be described by a transport equation involving the occupation 
probabilities of the unperturbed stationary states. 

The derivation here presented makes no use at all of the random phase 
assumption. I t  is carried out for two special classes of initial states. The 
first contains the states whose complex amplitudes with respect to the 
unperturbed stationary states vary slowly over energy intervals of order 
~/~0, where ~0 is the relaxation time characterizing the approach to equi- 
librium. The derivation for this class is given in detail and occupies Sections 
3 to 7. The second class contains the initial states for which the spread of 
the unperturbed energy is small compared to h/~ 0. For these the derivation 
is presented more briefly in Section 8. Although one knows from the familiar 
time reversal arguments that  the t r a n s p o r t  equation cannot hold for 
arbi trary initial states, the two classes just mentioned do not exhaust the 
range of its applicability. We will not a t tempt  to determine this range. 
I t  follows however immediately from our formal analysis that  the transport 
equation is valid in a statistical sense for initial states whose amplitudes 
have randomly distributed phases. This remark will be found at the end 
of Section 8. To express it in other words, we can also derive the transport 
equation for arbitrary initial states, but use must then be made of the ran- 
dom phase assumption for the initial states. We do not want to decide in 
this paper which derivation must be preferred to the other. Whichever is 
chosen, the main contribution of our method is the elimination of any 
repeated use of the random phase hypothesis. 

The three last sections of the paper discuss a few points concerning 
the significance of the transport equation and its relation to the  reversibility 
of the SchrSdinger equation. 

The systems to which our derivation of (1. l) applies are no more general 
than was the case in the original paper of P a u 1 i 1). The transitions are 
supposed to take place between eigenstates of an unperturbed part of the 
hamiltonian, and are produced by the perturbation term assumed to be 
sufficiently small. Although this situation is by no means as special as one 
may think at first sight, -- for a system of the generality of a liquid or a 
dense gas, one may  divide the volume in many cells of small but macro- 
scopic size and consider as perturbation the interactions across the cell 
walls -- ,  the question still arises of the significance and valf~ity-tob-e 
at tr ibuted to equations such as (1.1) for general systems, ~ndependently 
of any separation of the hamiltonian in an unperturbed part  and a small 
perturbation. The answer to be expected for this problem is described and 
thoroughly analyzed in a recent paper by V a n K a m p e n 4). Still, the 
very generality of the systems considered makes it of course impossible 
to arrive at a derivation, in the strict mathematical  sense, of the irreversible 
equations (i.1). What Van Kampen does is r~thei: to ~how where the 
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transport equation and its irreversible character find in all plausibility their 
justification. In doing so he makes use of a random phase argument for all 
intermediate times. 

2. Characteristic property o~ the perturbation. The property of the pertur- 
bation energy V responsible for the approach to equilibrium, although 
to our knowledge never brought into evidence before, is easy to recognize 
in the well known applications of (1.1) to crystals, e.g. to cases where V 
is the interaction between phonons (theory of heat conduction in crystals 5)), 
or between spin waves or spin waves and phonons in ferromagnetics (ferro- 
magnetic relaxation phenomena ~)). Using the occupation number repre- 
sentation for free excitation quanta (phonons or spin waves), in which the 
unperturbed energy is diagonal, one has for V the familiar type of expression 
involving absorption and emission operators for free quanta. Consider now 
any operator of the form V A V  where A is diagonal in the occupation 
number representation. Its matrix element between two arbitrary basic 
states [a>, ]a'> of this representation is a sum over intermediate states [a"> 

<a'lVA V[ a> = Za,, <a' iV] a"> A (a") <a" [V I a> (2.1) 

where A(a") is the eigenvalue of A in the state la">. Our basic remark 
is now that in all cases of interest the number of intermediate states con- 
tributing to (2.1) is larger by  at least a factor cN (c ~ 0 and of the order 
of I, N = number of atoms in the crystal) when a = a' than when a q: a' *). 
Iri the limit of a large system, i.e. in the limit of a system with infinitely 
many degrees of freedom, this fact manifests itself through the appearance 
of a singularity of d-function type in the matrix element (2.1) for a = a', 
although no such singularity is present in <a' IV] a> itself t)- We assert 
to have here the characteristic property of V which is responsible for the 
approach to equilibrium. Our object is to justify this assertion by  studying 
the consequences of this property for the time evolution of the system and 
by establishing that this evolution can be described for suitable initial states 
by  a transport equation. 

Modifying slightly our notation for the detailed discussion, we consider 
a system of hamiltonian H + 2V. The unperturbed energy H has a con- 

*) An entirely analogous situation has been' recognized long ago for another type of quantum 
systems, namely quantized fields. V is then the interaction between two free fields, e.g. between 
the electron field and the photon field. If one considers for example in the plane wave representation 
a second order matrix element of type (2.1) between two two-electron states, the sum Y'a'" extends 
over intermediate photons with all possible momenta for a = a '  (self energy effect), whereas it 
counts a finite number of terms when a =/~ a" (Moller interaction) v). The absence of dissipative 
effects for interacting fields is only due to the vanishing of <a' [V[ a> for transitions conserving 
energy. 

t) A 0-singularity in <a' IV[ a> can be incorporated directly in the unperturbed part of the 
hamiltonian. 
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tinuous spectrum with eigenstates lEa) 

H IEa> = E lEa), (E'a' I Ea> = ~(E' -- E) 6(a' -- a) (2.2) 

where E, a is a complete set of quantum numbers diagonalizing H, supposed 
to be all continuous. Although the presence of discrete quantum numbers 
among the a would only cause trivial modifications of the formalism, 
continuity of E is essential. We assume the a dimensionless. 2 is a dimension- 
less parameter  characterizing the size of the perturbation. The charac- 
teristic property of V will now be expressed in its simplest form: for any 
operator A diagonal in the IEa)-representation one has 

<E'a'IVA V I Ea> = 6(E' -- E) 6(a' -- a) W a(Ea) + <E'a ' lY a lea> (2.3) 

where (E'a' ]Yal Ea)denotes  a function of E, a, E', a' without 6 ( E ' - - E ) -  
singularity. The matrix element (E'a' I VI Ea) itself has no 6 ( E ' - - E ) -  
singularity. The linearity of (2.3) in A implies, A (E"a") being the eigenvalues 
of ,4, 

W A (Ea) = f d E " d a "  ,4 (E"a') W(E"a"; Ect) (2.4) 

W(E"a"; Ea) is of course non negative. We further assume that W(Ea"; Ea) 
does not vanish identically *). Similarly 

(E'a' I YA ]Ea) = f d E ' d a " A  (E"a") (E'a' ]Y(E'a")I Ea) (2.5) 

Separations similar to the separation (2.3) and not implied by it may of 
course hold for matrix e lements  with more than two factors V, and this 
is actually the case in all practical applications t). They do not require 
special consideration on the level of approximation here adopted (limit of 
small 2). 

The aim of our investigation is to study, in the limit of small 2, the time 
evolution of the system over time intervals t of order 

t = 2-2{, (~independent of 2). (2.6) 

We will show that  equations of type (I.I) are satisfied by the occupation 
probabilities at time t of the unperturbed states lEa>, under suitable con- 
ditions for the state of the system at time 0. The relaxation time 30 for 
the approach to equilibrium will turn out to be of the order (2.6). The 
time evolution is described by the unitary operator 

U(t) = exp [-- i(H + 2V)t]. 

We have put h -~  1. ]*he discussion will be based on the well known ex- 

*) This assumption does not hold for the interacting fields mentioned ill a previous footnote, 
nor does any of the similar assumptions for matrix elements of higher order in V. 

t) For example, ill field theory, irreducible self energy effects of higher order. 
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pansion 

U(t) = exp [-- iHt] --  i ~  dt I exp [-- iH(t --  tl)]V exp [-- iH t t ] . . .  

+ (-- i2)"f~ dt, ff0" dt,,_l...f~2dt ~ exp [-- i n ( t -  t, ,)]Vexp [-- iH(t ,  --  t,_t)]... 

V exp [--  iHt~] + . . .  (2.7) 

As often stressed, the physical meaning of this expansion is particularly 
intuitive. The integrand of the general term of order n in V represents 
processes where the per turbat ion produces n successive transitions, at times 
t~, t 2 . . . .  t,,, whereas the t ime evolution of the system in the intervals 
(0, t l ) ,  (t t, t2) . . . .  (t,,, t) is determined by the unper turbed hamiltonian.  This 
interpretat ion of (2.7) will be used hereafter to gain insight into the physical 
significance of the formal results. 

Our discussion will be carried out for positive values of the t ime (2.6). 
The t rea tment  of negative times is entirely similar. 

3. First order transitions. Before considering the general term of (2.7) 
it is useful to exhibit on the low order terms the special effects produced 
by the ~-singularity in (2.3), i.e. 'the effects which make all the difference 
between the situation here studied and the usual quantum-mechanical  
theory of scattering processes. 

Let us consider the t e rm in U(t) which describes first order transitions 

U~(t) = --  i2 f~ dt 1 exp [-- iH(t --  tl)]V exp [-- iHtl]. 

For initial states 

w = f lEa) dEda c(Ea), 9' "= f l E a )  dEda c'(Ea) (3.1) 

we consider the vectors 

u~ (t)~ = ~o~, u ,  (t)~o' = ~o',. 

We calculate 

<~ot i~o; t = 22 f~ dr; fd dr1 f c*(E'a')dE'da' exp [iE't;] <E'a' I Vl E"a">. 

.exp [iE"(t~ --  t'l)]dE"da" <E"a" IVI Eat  exp [-- iEtl]dEda c'(Ea) 

and make use of the separation (2.3) 

<~o, If'it = a2 fd dt; ffo dt, f dE"da" exp [ i (E" --  E) ( t~-- t't) l W ( E"a" ; E a ) d E d a  . 

. c*(Ea)c'(Ea) + 22fg dt'~f d dt~fc*(E'a')dE'da'  exp [i(E' --  E")t'~]. 

.<E'a' IY(E"a")] Eat  

dE"da" exp [i(E" --  E)tt]dEda c'(Ea). (3.2) 

The second term in the right hand side depends on the relative phases 
of the amplitudes c(E'a'), c'(Ea) of 9 and 9' for different unper turbed 
stat ionary states, whereas the first term does not. This distinction will 
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turn out to be a general feature and all terms depending on the above 
mentioned relative phases will be proved negligible for the special classes 
of initial states described in the introduction. We give now the detailed 
analysis for the first class, being the class of states ~0, ~0' whose amplitudes 
c(Ea), c'(Ea) vary little over energy intervals of order %1, i.e. of order 22. 
This property can be taken into account very simply by  taking initial states 
independent of 2 and letting then 2 become very small. 

The well known asymptotic formula 

(1) 
fo r dt f de exp[ietlF(e ) = z~--- F(O) + i f deF(e). , (3.3) 

Irf 

where (1/e)v indicates that  the Cauchy principal part of the integral must 
be taken, will be used repeatedly in the following. It holds as soon as ]T[ 
is long enough for the variation of F(e) over intervals of order ]T[-1 to 
be negligible. Let us denote by  dE an energy such that the variation of 

,Ea  [Y(E"a")] Ea>, c(Ea) and c'(Ea) with <E'a' I Vl Ea>, W(E"a"; Ea),  ' ' 
E, E '  and E" is small over energy intervals small compared to dE. Equation 
(3.3) will then be applicable to (3.2) as soon as 2 is small enough to have 

t = 2-2[>~ bE -~. (3.4) 

The last term in (3.2) becomes accordingly for small 2 

1 
22 f dE"da" f c*(E'a')dE'da' [~'(E' - E') + i ( E, E,,)p ] 

<E'a' IY(E"a")I Ea>. zr6(E" -- E) + i E" -- E p 

It  is seen to vanish for 2 --> 0. This is the familiar situation in scattering 
theory. It  actually holds for arbitrary times. 

A completely different behaviour is found for the first term in the right 
hand side of (3.2). The time integrations are conveniently transformed 
to the new variables 

! t t 

31 = ½(t I + t l ) ,  31 = t t - t 1 ,  

so that  

t ' t A. , -  f l (r l )  ~q-,-' dt,J  dr, = • ' - '~1  J - / ( r  t)  ~ 1  

with 

~2~ I for rl < t/2, 
/(rt) = 12(t --  rl) for z I > t/2. 

Under the assumption (3.4) one has 

lifo > aE-t 
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for the great majori ty of values of rl, so that we can write with the help 
of (3.3) 

2 2f' dr f/cn) dr', fdE"da" exp [i(E'-- E)TI]W(E"a"" Ea)dEda c*(Ea)c'(Ea)= JO 1 J- / ( lq)  

= 2~2 2 fd dr, f dEda"  W(Ea" ; Ea)da c* (Ea)c'(Ea) = 

2 it = 2z~2 t f d E d a  W(Ea"; Ea)da c*(Ea)c'(Ea). (3.5) 

From (2.6) it is clear that  this quant i ty  remains finite and non vanishing 
in the limit of small 2, and we get in this limit 

(//)1 [~'1 > = 2~z22t./'dEda"W(Ea";Ec*) da c*(Ea)c'(Ea). (3.6) 

The most important feature of the foregoing equation is the absence of 
any interference term. The equation shows clearly that  interference effects 
between different IEa>-components of the initial states are absent in the 
limiting case here considered. A less obvious but  no less important lack of 
interference, manifesting itself through the linearity of <~vtl~0'l> in t, is better  
understood by  considering (3.5). From the validity condition of the asymp- 
totic formula (3.3) it appears that the entire contribution of the r'vinte- 
gration in (3.5) originates from times r' l of order bE -1, and thus very small 
compared to t. This means that  interference between the partial wave 
resulting from a transition produced by V at time t I and the partial wave 
produced by  a transition occurring at time t' 1 is completely negligible unless 

It, - -  t',l ,--, a E - '  ~ t. 

In other words, talking for a moment in terms of a time scale with unit of 
order 2 -2 , constructive interference takes  place only between partial waves 
produced by  almost simultaneous transitions. The total transition prob- 
ability has thus indeed to be proportional to t. 

The vanishing of interference effects for small 2, just derived for first 
order transitions, will turn out to be an entirely general feature valid for 
all orders. It  is the fundamental reason why the time evolution of the 
system can be described, as in (1.1), in terms of probabilities, without making 
use of the complex amplitudes which enter the Schr6dinger equation. 
A further example of vanishing interference effect is the absence of inter- 
ference between the final waves produced by  transitions of order 0 and 1. 
Writing 

~v o : exp [-- iHt]q) 

we have 
t 

<~po[~Ol> = -- i2 f~ dt I f c*(E'a')dE'da' exp [i(E' -- E)tl] 

<E'a' IV I Ea> dEda c'(Ea) 
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or asymptot ica l ly  for small 1, 

(~0[~p~) = --  i2 f c*(E'a')dE'da' zcb(E' -- E) + i E'  --  E v 

(E'a'  IVl Ea) dEda c'(Ecz). 

This expression vanishes for 2 --, 0. 

4. Second order transitions. By means of (2.3) the second order term in 
the expansion (2.7) separates into a diagonal part  U~r(t), of matr ix  elements 

(E'a '  [U~V(t)] Ea)  = -- 225(E ' --  E)b(a' -- a) exp [-- iEt].  

ff dt2J~2dt , f dE"da" exp[[-- i(E" --  E)(t 2 -- t t)]IV(E'a';  Ec~) (4.1) 

and a non diagonal  part  U~'(t) which will not be writ ten down explicitly. 
We introduce in (4.1) the t ime difference 

• . r  ° = t 2 - -  t I 

between the two successive transitions Ea---* E'a" and E"~"-+ Ea in- 
volved. The integral becomes 

~d t ,~ - t ,  d r ' f dE 'da "  exp [-- i(E" -- E)r ' ]W(E'a' :  Ea). (4.2) 

(3.4) implies that the inequality 

t --  tl > ~ bE -I 

holds for the great major i ty  of values of t 1, and (3.3) can thus  be applied 
to the integral over -c" and E' ,  giving a result independent  of t I. One finally 
gets 

<E'a' lU~' (t) l Ea> -- - - b (E ' - -E )b ( . ' - - a )  exp [-- iEt] . 22t {F(Ea)+iA (Ec~)} (4.3) 

with the notat ion 
F(Ea) = = f da'W(Ec( ';  E . ) ,  (4.4) 

( 1 )  
A(Ea) = f dE 'da"  W(E'a";  E , )  E -- E" (4.5) 

P 

(4.3) is seen to be finite and non vanishing in the limit of small 2. 
The integral over the time difference z" in (4.2) gets all its contributions 

from values of T" of order hE-1. In other words the only transi t ion schemes 
contr ibut ing effectively to (4.3) are those for which the second transit ion 
(E'a"---, Ea) follows the first one (Ea---, E 'a ' )  within a t ime of order 
bE- l ,  i.e. an interval  very small compared to the time t al together available. 

Using again the notat ions of Section 3, we see from (4.3) tha t  U~r(t)~ / 
does interfere with ~00: 

(~ooIg'f(t)~'> ~ 0 
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in the limit of small ;t. One finds on the contrary by the methods already 
used, always in the same limit, that  

<W0t U~'(t)9'> = <wll U~"(t)9'> ---- <w, lU~(t)9'> = <U~(t)9[ U~(t)9'> ---- 0. 

Of course 

<u~(t)9IuE(t)~'> ~ o, <uE(t)91uE(t)~'> ~ 0. 

The first expression can be determined immediately from (4.3). The cal- 
culation of the second one is a special case of the discussion of n-th order 
transitions in Section 6. 

5. Diagonal  transi t ion schemes. The second order transition schemes 
giving rise to the diagonal operator U~V(t) given in (4.1) are a special case 
of the diagonal transition schemes obtained in the 2n-th order term in U(t) : 

( --  i,~)2"f~ dt2 , , fgz ,d t2 ,_ l . . .  J~2 dtl~ex p [-- iH( t  - -  t2,,) ] V exp [-- i n ( t 2 , -  

-- t2,-1)] V . . .  exp[--  iH( t  3 - -  t2) ] V exp[--  i n ( t  2 - -  ta) ] V exp [-- iHta] (5.1) 

when the separation (2.3) is applied to the product of the 1st and 2d V 
operators, retaining only the W-term, then to the product of the 3d and 4th 
V operators, retaining again only the W-term, and so on for all V operators. 
The result obtained is a diagonal operator UW(t) with matrix elements 

<E'a']UW(t)lEa> = (-- 22)"~(E ' --  E)(9(a' - -  a) exp[ - -  iE t ]~d t2 , ,  . . .  ~ 2 d t l  

fdE,'~ da~ exp [-- i(E,'~ - -  E)(t2, -- t2, ,_ ,)] W(E,'~a,'~; Ea) f dE~_ 1 da,'~_, . . .  

. . .  f dE'; da'; exp[--  i(E~ - -  E)(t  2 --  t,)]W(E~'a';; Ea).  (5.2) 

It  describes iterated transitions which we can represent by the following 
scheme 

Ea/~ "x Ea /*  E a . . . E a  7 "x Ea.  (5.3) 

They occur back and forth between the state lEa> and arbitrary other states. 
The calculation of (5.2) for small 2 is a straightforward extension of the 
derivation of (4.3) and leads to 

<E'a '  I U~.(t)] E~> = O(E' - -  E)O(~' - -  4 exp[--  iEt] 

( -  ~.~t)" 
n! {r(Ea) + iA(E4y' (5.4) 

Again, the only transition schemes contributing to this result are those 
in which, for each/" from 1 to n, the time t=~ of the transition ETa ~' -+ Ea  
follows the time t2i_x of the preceding transition E a  -+ Ei'.a ~" by an interval 
of order OE -1. Each pair E a  --+ ETa~: --+ E a  of inverse transitions occurs 
thus over a time interval very small compared to the intervals between 
such pairs. 
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The total effect of the diagonal transitions just considered can now be 
expressed in closed form by  means of the operator 

UW(t) = exp  [--  int] + E~= I U~,,(t) (5.5) 

and (5.4) gives for the limiting case of small 2 the very simple formula 

(E'a' I UW(t)IEa>=cS(E' -- E)6(a' -- a) exp E-- i{E + ,~2A (Ea) ) t -  ~2F(Ea)t] (5.6) 

The physical significance of the energies/4 (Ea) and F(Ea) is thereby clearly 
exhibited. They are respectively the energy shift and width of the state 
lea) made metastable by  the perturbation. Such quantities are quite 
familiar for the case of a metastable discrete energy level, and their well 
known algebraic expressions have a great similarity with (4.4) and (4.5) s). 
Here however we deal with states belonging to a continuous energy spectrum 
and the occurrence of level shifts and widths is a consequence of the pres- 
ence of the singular term in the matrix element (2.3). 

The operator (5.5) contains a certain number of the terms diagonal 
in the IEa)-representation which are obtained when the separation (2.3) is 
applied in all possible manners in the series expansion (2.7) of U(t). I t  
does not contain all these diagonal terms, but  the important point is that 
the remaining ones have all a vanishing limit for ,~ -+ 0, i.e. that  

lim~_~0 UP(t) = lima_.0 UW(t) (5.7) 

where UD(t) denotes the complete diagonal part  of U(t). The general reason 
for this fact lies in the type of transition schemes, distinct of (5.3), which 
can produce a diagonal term. Such schemes always contain at least a section 
looking like 

Etttattt 

E"a ''/* "~ E"a" (5.8) 
Ea/~ "x Ea 

or having more intermediate steps between the two occurrences of the state 
IE"a"). By lEa) we denote as above the initial and final state of the whole 
scheme. As we have stressed before, the time interval between the tran- 
sitions Ea ~ E"a" and E"a" --+ Ea must be of order 6E -1 to obtain a non 
vanishing contribution to the total matrix element. The intermediate 
diagonal transition scheme 

E l l l a l l l  

E,,a,,/* "a E"  a " 

of (5.8) must thus take place over such times, and will produce in the final 
result a factor 22 responsible for its vanishing in the limit ;t ~ 0. 

Let us work out the details of the argument in a special case, namely 
the operator (5.1) with n = 2 and the transitions (5.8). We are thus.con- 
cerned with the diagonal operator obtained by  applying (2.3) to the two 
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middle V operators, retaining only the W-term, and doing then  the same 
for the remaining two V operators. The resulting mat r ix  element is 

248(E' - -  E)8(a'  - -  a) exp [-- iEt] f d d t , . . ,  fd*dtl f d E ' " d a ' " d E " d a "  

exp [-- i ( E ' "  --  E " ) ( t  3 - -  t 2 ) lW(E ' "a ' "  ; E " a " )  . 

• exp [-- i ( E " -  E)(t 4 --  t , ) ]W (E"a" ;  Ea).  

One takes as new integrat ion variables t l, z 2 = t 2 - - t  1, z~----t 3 - - t  2 and 
e l  t t  i t  t t  

~4 = t, - t 3. I t  is then  easily seen tha t  the integrat ions over ~2, z3 and z, 
converge over intervals of order bE - l ,  giving a limit independent  of t t, 
so tha t  the final result is in 24t and decreases as 22 when 2 --* 0. 

The relation (5.7), just  established for t imes t of order 2 -2, holds of course 
also for finite t imes or for t imes approaching inf ini ty  slower than  with 2 -2 . 
Both  sides of the equat ion reduce then  to e x p [ - - i H t ] .  

6. General transition schemes• We are now in the position of discussing the 
transit ions produced by  the general te rm in the series (2.7). The first step 
consists in separat ing out in all possible manners  the diagonal parts  of 
groups of successive V operators. This is easily done by  means of the diagonal 
part  UD(t) of U(t) introduced above, wi th  the result 

g(t)  = gD(t) + 2~=1 (-- i2)"f~ dt,  fd" • . . fg2  at I 

• {UD(t - -  t , )VU°( t , ,  - -  t , _ t ) V . . .  UZ~(t2 - -  tl)VUO(t~)},d (6.1) 

where the bracket  {...},,e indicates tha t  all diagonal terms are avoided 
(nd s tands for non diagonal)• In other words, in the mat r ix  elements 

e l  

<E'a'[ {VD(t --  t,) V .  . . VUD(tl)},,a tEa) = f dE~_ 1 da,'~_, . . .  dE]' da, 

u ° ( t  - -  t,,; E'a ' )  <E 'a '  IV  I E,'~_, a'~_,> uP(t,, - -  t ,_ ,  " E,'~_, a,'~_,) • • .  

. . .  <E~' a i' IV] Ea> uP(t, ; E a )  

where the notat ion *tO(t; Ea) is defined by  

<E'a' I UO(t)l Ea> = uP(t; Ea)b(E '  --  E)6(a'  - -  a), 

one has to restrict oneself to states lea>, IE';a't'> . . . .  [E'~_, a',_,>, IE'a'> 
which are two by  two different, the points Ea; E]'a]'; . . .  E 'a '  in the space 
of the parameters  Ea remaining two by  two outside some infinitesimal 
neighborhood of each other. 

In the l imit  of small 2, we apply (5.7) and obtain thus  instead of (6.1) 

U(t) = U ' ( t )  + E L ,  O,(t), (6.2) 

U,, ( t )=( - - i2 ) "  fg dt,,. . . fto~- dt I {V  w ( t - - t , , )VV  W (t,,--t,,_l)..  • V U  W (t~)},,d. (6.3) 

As in Section 3 we consider the initial states 9 and 9', given by  (3.1), and 
we define 

~',,(t)9 = qS,,, 0,( t)9 '  = qS;,. (6.4) 
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The scalar product ( ~ ,  I~',> can now be determined explicitly in the limit 
of small 2, and the calculation is a straightforward generalization of what 
was done to determine ~v I l~v'l> in Section 3. One writes out ( ~ ,  [~',} by 
means of (6.3), obtaining an expression that  involves 2n factors V. One 
applies the separation (2.3) to the 2 middle V operators. The term involving 
Y converges to zero for ~ ~ 0. Only the term with W has thus to be retained. 
Among the 2n -- 2 remaining V operators one chooses again the two middle 
ones and makes use of (2.3). The term in Y is again negligible and the 
W-term is kept .  This procedure is continued Until all pairs of "V operators 
have been considered. The final result contains n factors W. With the 
notation 

<E'a' IUW(t)[ Ea> = uW(t; Ea)6(E '  - -  E)6(a'  - -  a) 

it is found to be 

(q5 IqS') = 22.f~ dt~j~ '- . . ,  dt',f~ dt . j~" . . ,  dt, f d E ~  da '~ . . ,  dE~" da';dE da 
t I t  I t  ~4 t W t t  I t  t t  e l  I I  I t  [uW(t - -  t,, E , a , ) ]  u (t - -  t,, E , a , ) W ( E , a , ;  E , _  1 a,,_ 0 

W ~ ~ t t  t t  ~ ,  W t  a t t  
[u (t, - -  t,,_l; E , _  1 a ,_Oj  u it, --  t,_1; E ,_  1 a,,_l) . . .  

. . .  W(E]'a]'; Ea) [uW(t'l; Ea)]*uW(tt ; Ea)c*(Ea)c '(Ea).  

As was the case for ( ~  ]~0't) in Section 3, this result is independent of the 
relative phases of c(Ea) and c'(Ea) for different values of Ea. All terms 
which depend on these phases become negligible for small 2. 

Introduce now the explicit value of u w, known from (5.6), 

uW(t; Ea) = exp [-- iE t  - -  i22 tA(Ea) - -  22 tF(Ea)] 

and go over to the time variables 

= + t ; ) ,  = t;  - 

The integrand becomes 
• I t  t t  2 t t  I t  I t  t t  t 

exp [ , { E , , -  E,,_ t + 2 A(E, ,a , )  - -  22A(E,,_, a,,_t)}L,] . . .  
t I t  t t  . . .  exp [i{~' - -  E + 22A(E'~a~ ") - -  22A(Ea)}vt] .exp [-- 222(t --  r,,)F(E,,a,,)] 

t t  t t  t t  t t  

W(E,'~a'~; E, ,_ ,a , , . t )  exp [--  2;t2(z,,- r ,_ l )F(E , ,_~a ,_ t )  ] . . .  

. . .  exp [-- 222~,r(Ea)]c*(Ea)c'(Ea).  

The integrations over the variables ~; are then carried out. This is easily 
achieved because for the great majori ty of values of ~1 . . . .  ~, the ~ vary 
freely over intervals extending far beyond ( - - 6 E  -l ,  + 6E-t).  Use can 
thus be made of the formula (3.3), or, more conveniently for this case, of 
the formula 

l i m r _ ~ f r T  d~' exp [ie~'] = 2~6(e). 

One obtains a product of 6-functions 
I t  t /  2 t i t /  2 I t  t t  t r e e  6 [ E , - - E , _ ~ + a  A ( E . a , ) - - ~  A(E,,_ta,,_0] . . .  6[E]'--E + 22A(Eta~)--a2A(Ea)] 

Physica XXI 34 
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in which the terms in 4 2 can be neglected for our purpose. The final result 
follows immediately: 

2 , ,  , , ,  , ,  

= (2nt)  ~dr, ,ffo dr,,_, . . .  ffo,dr, f d E f d a , . . ,  da,da 

exp [-- 2~t2(t --  r,)F(Ea'~)]W(Ea~; Ea,'~_,) exp [--2Z2(r,--r,,_,)Y(Ea~_,)l... 
. . .  W(Ea~'; Ea) exp [-- 2~2rlY(Ea)]c*(Ea)c'(Ea) (6.5) 

Since t is of the form t-2/, i independent of t,  this result is independent 
of )t. As in the special case n ~ 1 discussed in § 3, the algebraic form of 
(6.5) is characterized by  the absence of interference terms• Transition 
schemes originating from different components lEa> of the initial states, 
or passing through different successions of intermediate states IE~'a}'> give 
rise to interference terms which vanish in the limit of small /t. The same 
holds true for transition schemes for which, although initial and inter- 
mediate states are the same, some of the differences ~ = t i --  t~ between 
the transition times are large compared to 6E -1. 

The result (6.5) has still to be supplemented by  the relation 

<q~,, [~',,) = 0 for n :# n', (6.6) 

also valid in the limit ~ ~ 0. It can indeed be shown, once more by  the 
same type of method, that  <q~. ]qY,> behaves for small ~ as ~', with m = 
= In -- n']. Equation (6.6) establishes the absence of interference between 
states produced by  transitions of different order. Together with (6.2) 
.and (6.5) it leads to the formula 

<U(t)9 [U(t)9'> = fdEfda"Pt (Ea";  Ea)da c*(Ea)c'(Ea) (6.7) 

where 

Pt(Ea" ; Ea) = exp [-- 222tP(Ea)]6(a " -- a) + 

+ 2nA2f~ dr, exp [-- 2~2( t -  r,)/ '(Ea")] W(Ea";Ea) exp [-- 2~2r,F(Ea)] + . . .  

• .. + (2~2)"~  dT,,f0 *" d r , _ , . . ,  f~* dr, fda, '~_, . . ,  da~'. 
• exp[--  2~2(t --  r,)F(Ea")] W(Ea"; Ea'~_ l). 

.exp[--  242 (r, --  z._,)F(Ea'~_,)]W(Ea~_, ; Ea~_2) . . .  

. . .  W(Ea~'; Ea).exp[--  222rf(Ea)]  + . . .  (6.8) 

A result slightly more general than (6.7) is obtained through an identical 
derivation, namely 

<g(t)~0 l / I  g(t)~'> =- f dE f da"A(Ea")pt(Ea" ; Ea)da c*(Ea)c'(Ea) (6.9) 

where A is an operator independent of X and diagonal in the JEa>-repre- 
sentation, with eigenvalues A (Ea) : 

<E'a' ]A I Ea> = A(Ea)8(E' --  E)cS(a' -- a). (6.10) 

(6.7) and (6.9) are of course only valid in the limiting case of small 4. 
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The physical significance of (6.7) and (6.9) is best seen for 9 ~ = ~v. As 
shown by  (6.9) the probabilities of finding the system in the states lea> 
at time t are entirely determined by  the corresponding probabilities at 
time 0, and the Pt(Ea"; Ea) are thus the transition probabilities for the 
time interval t. Transitions are seen to occur between states with equal 
unperturbed energy E. 

The transition probabilities are given by  (6.8) in the form of a convergent 
series. As functions of t they satisfy a first order differential equation which 
follows immediately from (6.8) 

d 
dt P' (Ea"; Ea) -= 2n2a fW(Ea" ;  Ea')da'Pt(Ea' ; Ea ) --  

-- 2~t2F(Ea")Pt(Ea" ; Ea). 

With (4.4) this takes the familiar form of a transport equation 

d 
d--/- P,(Ea"; Ea) = 2 ~ 2 f  W(Ea"; Ea')da'P,(Ea'; Ea) -- 

-- 2~l 2 { fda 'W(Ea ' ;  Ea")} P,(Ea"; Ea). (6.11) 

The solution PI (Ea"; Ea) is characterized by  the initial condition 

P 0 ( E a " ;  E a )  = - -  

Equation (6.11) is the exact analogue of (I.1) for the case of continuous 
parameters. The transition probabilities per unit time are given by  

2~22W(Ea " ; Ea). 

Our aim to derive the transport equation without random phase assumption 
is thereby achieved for the first class of initial states mentioned in the 
introduction. 

7. Validity ]or finite systems. For the sake of simplicity two mathematical 
idealizations have been introduced in the foregoing analysis: the unper- 
turbed energy spectrum has been taken continuous, corresponding to the 
limit of an infinitely large system, and the time evolution has been studied 
over times of order 4 -2 in the limiting case ~ -+ 0. It  is useful to state under 
what conditions our results are applicable to a real system of large but  
finite size, with a small but  non vanishing perturbation ;IV. 

For a finite system the energy E as well as the other quantum numbers a 
are discrete. We call ~ E  an energy with the order of magnitude of the 
separation between the energy levels belonging to the same a's. Although 
very small for a large system, ~ E  is not to be confused with the still much 
smaller separation between all energy levels of the system, irrespective of 
the a-values to which they belong. This distinction is important and deserves 
a few further comments. 

One could for example, barring accidental degeneracy, label all un- 
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perturbed eigenstates of the (finite but large) system by their energy alone, 
and one would then obtain a description without any additional quantum 
numbers a. This would however be entirely unsuitable for a proper treat- 
ment in the limit of a very large system, because the matrix elements of 
the perturbation, which would then be of the form <E' [V[ E>, would be 
completely irregular functions of E and E', fluctuating violently when 
E or E' varies from one level to the next. It  is only with a proper choice 
of additional quantum numbers a that  the matrix elements <E'a' I VJ Ea> 
can remain fairly regular functions of E and E', even when the size of the 
system grows indefinitely. In practical cases the number of a's will then 
often become very large or even infinite. In a crystal for example one would 
take for the a's some discrete quantum numbers giving how many  phonons 
are excited and what their polarizations are, and further variables giving 
the direction of propagation of the phonons as well as the energies of all 
but one phonon. In this case d~E is essentially the separation between 
the energy values of one phonon and is thus inversely proportional to the 
number of. atoms in the crystal. 

For a large but finite system the &function in the right hand side of (2.3) 
is replaced by  a finite Kronecker symbol with a large coefficient inversely 
proportional to dE, and to the separations between successive values of 
the a's. 

One has further to consider the energy dE already introduced before 
(Section 3), which is essentially independent of the size of the system 
whenever it is large enough. I t  characterizes the rapidity of the energy 
variation of t he 'ma t r i x  elements <E'a' I VI Ea> and of the functions W 
and Y. For a crystal dE would be given by the Debye temperature. In our 
discussion we have also assumed that  the initial states 9 and ~' there 
considered have amplitudes c(Ea), c'(Ea) which do not vary too rapidly 
over energy intervals of order dE. For given initial states not satisfying 
this condition one must of course choose for dE a smaller value. The 
values for which the above results hold with a given accuracy would then 
be correspondingly smaller. 

The third energy to be considered is the energy corresponding through 
the uncertainty relation to the relaxation time of the transport processes 
produced by the perturbation, i.e. the "level width" 22F, where F charac- 
terizes the order of magnitude of (4.4). Introducing finally a number v, 
characteristic of the magnitude of the dimensionless matrix elements 
<E'a' IV[ Ea>, we can state in the following form the conditions of appli- 
cability of our results: 

d~E ~ ~2F < dE, (7. I) 

2v < I. (7.2) 

The transport equation is then valid for the occupation probabilities at 
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time t if these probabilities are defined not for individual states but  for 
groups of unperturbed states with an energy spread larger than ;t2F and 
smaller than BE. The transition probabilities Pt(Ea"; Ea) also refer to such 
groups of states and the conservation of the unperturbed energy holds 
only with an inaccuracy of order 22F. 

8. Further types o/ initial states. In the preceding sections the validity 
of the transport equation has been established for the first class of initial 
states mentioned in the introduction. We discuss now the second class. 
Consider initial states 9, 9', . . .  whose complex amplitudes c(Ea), c'(Ea).. .  
as defined in (3.1) vanish outside an energy interval of width ~o E around 
some unperturbed energy value E0: 

c(Ea) = c'(Ea)= 0 for IE --  Eol > ½80 E. 

We assert that  equations (6.7), (6.8) and (6.9) are valid for such states 
under the condition 

~oE < t - '  = 22~ - ' ,  (8.1) 

assuming of course as before that  the inequalities (7.1) and (7.2) are 
satisfied (the initial states are now disregarded in the definition of ~E). 
The time t, just as in previous sections, is of the order 2 -2, i.e. of the 
order of the relaxation time. We thus assume 80 E to be an order of magni- 
tude smaller than the line width 22/. Another formulation of this condition 
would be to say that  the states 9, 9' • • • would remain practically stationary 
in absence of the perturbation over time intervals of the order of the relaxa- 
tion time. One should note that  stat ionary states of the unperturbed 
hamiltonian are special examples of the initial states here considered. 

To prove our assertion it is sufficient to show that all the expressions 
found to be negligible in Sections 3 to 6 for the first class of initial states 
are again vanishingly small for the present class. We shall give the detailed 
argument for the special case of first order transitions treated in Section 3. 
A straightforward extension takes care of the general case. 

The problem is to establish the smallness of the last term in (3.2) under 
the present assumptions. The integrations in E and E '  extend over intervals 
of length ~o E around E 0. According to (8.1) the only factors under the 
integral sign which can vary  appreciably over such intervals are c*(E'a') 
and c'(Ea), so that  the term can be written 

22~ dr' 1 ~ dt I fT*(a')da' exp[i(E 0 --  E")t'~] 

<Eoa' lY(E"a")l Ea> dE"da" exp[i(E" --  Eo)t,]daT'(a ) 

with the notation 

7(a) = f dEc(Ea), 7'(a) = f d.Ec'(Ea). (8.2) 

The time integrations are now of the same type as was the case for the 
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first term in the right hand side of (3.2). Carrying them out one gets for 
small 2 

2z~22t f T* (a')da' <Eoa' [Y(Eoa")l Eoa> da"da r' (a). (8.3) 

A simple application of the Schwarz inequality shows that the quantities 
(8.2) are of the order (c~oE) 1/2. One has for example for y(a) 

[y(a) I s < f dE [c(Ea)I s. f§°o+~]°o§dE = 6oE.f  dE [c(Ea) r s. 

The occupation probabilities f d E  [c(Ea)l 2 and f d E  Ic'(Ea)l s are of the 
order 1, and the quant i ty  <Eoa'lY(Eoa")lEoa> is of order v s. One finds 
for the order of magnitude of (8.3) at most 

22tv260 E. 

On account of (8.1) this is small compared to 22v 2 and a fo r t i o r i  small 
compared to I, as was to be established. 

The essential point in the foregoing argument is clearly the occurrence 
in the expression studied of the amplitudes c*(E'a'), c'(Ea) for E distinct 
from E'  and integrated independently over E and E', or in other words 
its dependence on the relative phases of the amplitudes with respect to 
different unperturbed eigenstates. This is a common feature of all terms that 
must be negligible to ensure the validity of the transport equation. It  is 
therefore not surprising that the smallness of all these terms can be esta- 
blished on the basis of (8.1) by  a straightforward extension of the above 
method. Despite the fact that  the initial states here considered have an 
energy spread doE small compared to 22F, this spread increases as time 
goes on and eventually becomes of order 42/". 

The terms just discussed, of course, cannot be negligible for arbitrary 
initial states. For example, if one chooses as initial state an eigenstate 
of the total hamiltonian H + 2V or some state prepared by time reversal 
over an interval of the order of the relaxation time, the transport equation 
does not hold for all t of order 4 -2, and this can only result from the contri- 
butions of the terms containing c*(E'a')c'(Ea). Consider now however 
the occupation probabilities at time t for an arbitrary initial state 

~o = f lEa> dEdac(Ea). 

From (6.9) they are given by  

I<E~[ U(t)~>l 2 = f Pt(Ea; Ea')da' [c(Ea')[ 2 q- . . .  

in the limit of small 4, the unwritten terms being all integrals of the form 

f c*(E'a')dE'da'. . .  dEdac(Ea). 

Although these terms may be quite large, they average to zero when the 
phases of c(Ea) are considered random. Under the random phase assumption 
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for the initial state we can therefore conclude to the validity of the transport 
equation for the mean values of the occupation probabilities. 

Whether this statistical validity of the transport equation for general 
initial states with randomly distributed phases is to be preferred for the 
discussion of actual physical situations to the exact validity of the equation 
for well defined initial states of restricted type is a question which can 
only be answered by studying what kind of initial states are expected to 
occur in the practical applications of the equation. We shall not t ry  to 
clarify this problem in the present paper. We might still mention however 
that  the derivation of the transport equation for uniquely defined initial 
states, even of restricted type, is of real interest in itself because it is equi- 
valent with the proof of an ergodic theorem without any recourse to a 
priori probability considerations. Such a proof differs on the latter point 
from the well known quantum-mechanical derivation of ergodicity 9). 

9. Expectation values o/operators. In the light of the discussion of Sections 
3 to 8, we consider the following problem. Let B be an operator, independent 
of 2, with matrix elements 

(E'a' IB] Ea) ----- B~(Ea)6(E' -- E)6(a' -- a) + (E'a' ]B21 Ea) 

where the second term in the right hand side has no singularity as strong as 
the first one. The expectation value of B for the state U(t)9 originating 
from an initial state 

9 = f lea> dEda c(Ea) 

of one of the two classes discussed above is then easily obtained in the 
limit of small 2. The term in B 2 gives a vanishing contribution in this limit 
because the expression 

<e(t)9 [B=I U(t)9> (9.1) 

expanded with help of (6.2), will contain no products of the type VAV,  
with A diagonal in the [Ea>-representation. The term in B 1, on the con- 
trary, gives a contribution immediately obtained from (6.9) and (6.10), with 
the result 

(U(t)q~ [B[ U(t)~> ---- fdEdael(Ea)p,(Ea ) (9.2) 
where 

p,(Ea) = f P,(Ea; Ea')da' Ic(Ea')l 2 

is the occupation probability of the state lea) at time t. The probability 
function pt(Ea) can be obtained by integration of the transport equation 
with the initial condition 

po(Ea) = Ic(Ea) l 2. 

The expectation value of B after times of order 2 -2 can thus be found from 
the occupation probabilities without use of the complex amplitudes. 
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The important point is of course the vanishing of (9.1) for small 2. It  
must be understood as a consequence of the complete lack of coherence 
between the various amplitudes 

(Ea [U(t)9) = q(Ea) 

of the final state in the IEa)-representation. The expectation value of B 
must thus be equal to the mean value of the integral 

f c?(e'a')de'da' (e 'a '  IBI Ea> dEdac,(Ea) 

when the phases of ct(Ea ) are varied at random. This average is (9 .2) .  
We do not claim to have discussed hereby the most general operators 

whose expectation value for U(t)9 can be obtained by means of the solution 
of the transport equation. One should rather consider B as representing 
the simplest type of such operators. A systematic search for other types 
would probably have to begin with the operators of practical interest in 
the systems studied in applications. 

I0. Inter/erence and reversible e//ects. The necessity to impose restrictions 
on the initial state ~0 for the derivation of the tranport  equation makes it 
clear that  no conflict exists between the irreversibility embodied in this 
equation and the basic reversibility of the Schr6dinger equation. If one 
considered in particular the evolution for long negative times (of order 2 -2 ) 
of a state that  reduces at time 0 to a state of one of our two classes, one 
would again find that  its occupation probabilities would satisfy a transport 
equation, namely the equation obtained from (6.11) by time inversion. 

It  is nonetheless interesting to stress how closely the absence of inter- 
ference which we know to be the fundamental  reason for the validity of 
the transport equation (Sections 3 and 6) is connected with the flowing of 
the time in one and the same direction (this direction being indifferently 
toward the future or the past). To illustrate this point let us consider the 
well known group property 

U(C')U(C) = U(C" + r) (10.1) 

of the unitary operator of the motion, and let us assume that  t' and t" are 
both of order 2 -2 

t ' =  2-2i ,  t " =  2 -2 i", i' and i" independent of 2. (10.2) 

As long as t' and t" have the same sign, the property (10.1) finds it analogue 
in the well-known semi-group property of the transport equation (6.11), 
expressed by 

fP,.,(Ea" ; Ea')da'e,,(Ea' ; Ea) = P,,,+,, (Ea" ; Ea). (10.3) 

This holds for positive t' and t", The corresponding p rope r ty  holds for 
negative t' and ¢", 
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It  is clear however that no property of the type (10.3) can'hold when 
t' and t" have opposite signs, because the time evolution between t' and 
t ' +  t" must exactly reverse some or all of the dissipative effects that 
occurred between the times 0 and t'. 

The interference mechanism which produces these reversible effects 
will now be briefly described in the limiting case of small ,t. As we have 
remarked after the derivation of (6.5), in order for two transition schemes 
of order n to give rise to interfering contributions in the expansion of the 
scalar product ( # ,  [# ' )  there calculated, the times t i, t~ of the ]'-th transitions 
must differ by  an interval of the order ~E -1 at most, for all values of i 
from 1 to n. In the case studied in Section 6, i.e. in the case of U(t), for 
given times tl, . . .  t, the relevant values of t' 1, . . .  t;, are each limited to an 
interval of order 6E -1 around the t i of same index. 

If one studies on the contrary the contributions of n-th order transition 
schemes to the product in the left hand side of (10. I), assuming of course 
(10.2), another situation develops when t' and t" are of opposite sign. 
Suppose for example t ' >  0, t " <  0. Since the time intervals (0, t') and 
(t', t ' +  t") are then oriented the first toward the future and the second 
toward the past, the successive transitions of a transition scheme occur at 
times t t ,  . . .  t n which first increase and then decrease 

O < tl < t2 . . .  < ti < t', t ' > ti+x > . . .  >/ tn > t' + t". (10.4) 

The/'  first transitions contribute to the factor U(t')  of the product U(t") U(t ' ) ,  
the remaining ones to the other factor. Among all n-th order transition 
schemes there are two groups of schemes whose contributions in the scalar 
product (U(t")U(t ' )q~ [U(( ' )U(t ' )q /> interfere with the contribution of one 
given scheme. The schemes of both groups have the same initial and inter- 
mediate states as the given scheme, and their transition times t I . . . .  t', are 
related to the transition times t~ . . . .  t, of the latter by 

- tk I < d E - ' ,  (k  = 1 . . . .  n ) .  

If i is defined by (10.4) for the given scheme and if similarly 

0 < t ; <  . .  <t;.<r;r>t;.÷,>...>t',>t'+r', 
the first group of schemes is characterized by  /" = / ' ,  whereas the second 
group corresponds to i' ----- i - - 1  if t i > ti+ 1 and to i' = i + 1 for t i < ti+ 1 
(the exceptional case t i = t  i+ t can be left out of consideration since one 
must eventually integrate over the tk). The two groups are illustrated for 
t i > ti+ t in the adjoining figure where the dots mark the values of the t k 
and the thick intervals show the possible values of the t' k. The given scheme 
clearly belongs to the first group. There is thus interference between any 
scheme of one group and the schemes of the other group as well as between 
schemes within any one of the two groups. 
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The important point is now the following. The contribution to 

<U(¢') U(t')~ pU(t")U(¢)~'> 

of the schemes of one group, the contribution of the schemes of the other 
group, and the cross-terms between schemes of one group and schemes of 
the other give altogether a vanishing result by  exact compensation. The 
only transition schemes whose contributions are not suppressed by  such 
interference effects are those for which the two groups cannot exist simul- 

t;-t, ti. tj. , q~tj t,t, ti_,~. % tj 
O :  ~ ~ ~ O '  ~ ~,~ e 

. ) "  )-,' 
~ t'*~': ~ * , 

t -tn % - %  t' tn %-% 

1st group 2nd group 

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of transit ion times in interfering transi t ion schemes 
for the evolution of the system over two successive t ime intervals, the first one 

(0, t') being positive and the second one (t'; t ' +  t") negative. 

taneously. As seen immediately on the figure, they have transition times 
verifying 

0-<<t~< . . .  <. t,, < t' + t" if t ' + t ' > O ,  ( l "=n) ,  

or  

0 > t ~  > . . .  >~t,,>~t'+t" if t ' + t ' < O ,  ( j =  0). 

They are exactly the schemes contributing to <U(t'+t")glU(t'+t')9'>. We 
shall not give here the proof of the above assertion. Its main lines can easily 
be found by  considering the case n = 1. 

11. Concluding remarks. The main conclusion of our analysis can be 
formulated by  saying that repeated use of a random phase assumption 
becomes entirely superfluous in the derivation of the quantum-mechanical 
transport equation when proper account is taken of the special property 
of the perturbation which is responsible for the occurrence of transport 
effects. This property is expressed in formula (2.3). The whole discussion 
shows clearly that  non vanishing of the quant i ty  W(Ea; Ea') is the necessary 
condition for occurrence of dissipation. If this condition were not satisfied 
the effect of the perturbation would become entirely different. Apart from 
possible self-energy effects it would be similar to the situation in scattering 
processes, and would be vanishingly small in the limit of a vanishing 
perturbation, even over very long time intervals. One must therefore 
realize that  the presence of the singular term in (2.3) is a feature of highly 
non trivial character and of far-reaching physical significance. The oc- 
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currence of a 6-singularity in the matrix (2.3) of second order in V is re- 
markable also from the mathematical standpoint because the matrix 
elements of V itself have no similar singularity. Actually, if (E'a' IV[ Ea) 
had a ~(E' --  E)-singularity one would have to incorporate first this diagonal 
part of the perturbation into the unperturbed part of the hamiltonian. 
In all practical cases the occurrence of the W-term in (2.3) turns out to be 
intimately connected with the large size of the system and the presence 
of many degrees of freedom, features which manifest themselves also through 
the large number of auxiliary quantum numbers a. A mathematical s tudy 
or the exact conditions under which an operator V can give rise to second 
order matrix elements (2.3) with W ~ 0 would probably be of considerable 
interest. 

Despite its remarkable character the property (2:3) is far from exceptional 
whenever one deals with physical systems possessing a large number of 
degrees of freedom and considers the limiting case where this number 
becomes infinite. A few examples were already mentioned in Section 2. 
For the case of a liquid or a gas divided in a very large number of macro- 
scopic cells, the interaction between particles in different cells is a per- 
turbation satisfying (2.3) after subtraction of its part diagonal in the total 
energy of the individual cells. Another example is the interaction of an 
electron with the ions of a conducting crystal (theory of electrical con- 
duction). 

Other important cases of energies V satisfying (2.3) are provided by  the 
interaction between a particle and the systems most commonly used as 
detecting or measuring devices, like counters, photographi c emulsions, 
cloud chambers, etc. In such cases the term in W in equation (2.3) gets a 
6-singularity in the limit of a large size for the detecting device, and it 
becomes thus quite clear how the statistical nature of the result of the 
measuring process is conditioned by  the macroscopic size of the measuring 
instrument. A detailed discussion of the bearing of our above analYsis on 
the quantum-mechanical theory of measurement will be left for another 
publication. We should mention however that  the relation between the 
irreversible nature of a measurement and the macroscopic size of the 
measuring device has often been stressed before. A detailed discussion 
of this question will be found in a recent publication of L u d w i g 10). 

As a final remark one should notice that  our analysis of the time evolution 
of the system under the effect of the perturbation has been carried out 
only in the simplest case, namely in the limit of a small perturbation. 
Nothing is known at present on the effects of a finite perturbation satis- 
fying (2.3) with non vanishing. W. This fact should be contras ted with 
the case of scattering processes, for which the theory has been thoroughly 
studied to all orders in the perturbation. To develop the corresponding 
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theory for perturbations of the type discussed here is a problem of obvious 
importance. We can only mention it at present. 

The author wishes to thank Dr N. G. V a n  K a m p e n  for several 
valuable suggestions concerning the problem here discussed and the pre- 
paration of the manuscript. 
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